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OUTCOME Strengthen our relationships and impact in the
broader Cincinnati community and around the world.

ACTIVITIES SHORT-TERM OUTPUTS

STRENGTHEN CIVIC RELATIONSHIPS:
Help Jews get involved in civic leadership including nonprofit and public sector boards, committees, 
commissions, and coalitions. Develop educational leadership missions to Israel with civic leaders and 
organizations to build bridges of understanding and explore economic collaboration. 

FOSTER HEALTHY DIALOGUE:
Create opportunities for both Jews and non-Jews to hear, learn, and discuss views on Israel and
engage in civil dialogue; train facilitators; investigate and pilot safe, moderated digital/social
frameworks in which individuals in our community can access accurate information and experts,
engage in meaningful discussions, and be exposed to informative facts about Israel, Judaism,
and peoplehood. Pilot digital and/or in-person curriculum about global Jewry that explores
diverse Jewish cultures.

ADVOCACY:
Support and collaborate with civic leaders and organizations on issues that resonate with both
communities. Create interfaith partnerships with non-Jewish organizations to advocate for responsible 
policies that affect everyone’s safety. Lobby for local needs at a state and national level.

SAFETY & SECURITY:
Strengthen and broaden the security umbrella in Cincinnati and our region by providing guidance and
consultation to all our local Jewish nonprofit organizations; invest in physical security, security guards, 
and other tools. Invest in our security infrastructure, expertise, and sharing of information so we can 
seek out pertinent security-related information and provide timely and relevant alerts. When available, 
secure nonprofit security grants/funds from state and national government.

Leaders in Light Institute: Graduate 27 Leaders in Light participants in May 2022 (launched in
Sept 2021). Create a plan for ongoing engagement with Leaders in Light participants and prepare 
a second cohort. [Strengthen Civic Connections] [JFC/JCRC]

Started working with a new community lobbyist to work alongside alongside OJC to seek support 
for programs and policies that advance our community’s safety, security, and health/well-being. 
[Advocacy] [JFC/JCRC]

Pilot Project Shema workshops to improve discourse and dialogue about Israel and to develop 
effective engagement strategies. [Foster Healthy Dialogue] [JFC/JCRC]

Continue to fund and explore how to raise additional dollars to support the expansive needs to 
protect our community. [Safety & Security] [JFC]

Federation’s C2030 Special Project Fund allocated funds for 5 different projects totaling $75k
(out of $280k total allocated). [JFC]

 1. The Nancy and David Wolf Holocaust and Humanity Center Making the Lessons of the   
  Holocaust Accessible to All (Inclusion & Accessibility) 
 2. The Nancy and David Wolf Holocaust and Humanity Center, Helping Teachers Meet the   
  Challenges of the Moment (Strengthen Civic Relationships)
 3. Isaac M. Wise Temple, Young Adult Israel Attachment (Foster Healthy Dialogue)
 4. Cincinnati Ballet, 2022 Bold Moves Festival David Morse’s “Our Story” (Advocacy)
 5. ish Festival. Emerging Artist Fellowship (Advocacy)

The Jewish Foundation's Reflect Cincy to fund potentially 1 project related to Wider World/Foster 
Healthy Dialogue. Total funding TBD.
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